On May 17, IPFW will join forces with Fort4Fitness, the City of Fort Wayne, Arts United, Visit Fort Wayne, Fort Wayne Trails, and the Downtown Improvement District (DID) to present the 50 sculptural bike racks that comprise IPFW Sculpture with Purpose. This one day community celebration of bikes, art, and music will have something for everyone: IPFW Sculpture with Purpose Presentation of 50 sculptural bike racks has a hidden surprise in its design—a triangle.

IPFW and Parkview Health invite you to take part in the Find the Triangle Contest, which runs from May 17 to July 6, 2014. Each of the 50 IPFW Sculpture with Purpose bike racks has a hidden surprise in its design—a triangle. The triangles on the maps identify sculpture locations. The number inside the triangle on the maps is your entry code. The triangles on the maps identify sculpture locations. The number inside the triangle on the maps is your entry code.

You can find the triangle picture on the inside page of this program. The triangles on the maps identify sculpture locations. The number inside the triangle on the maps is your entry code. You can find the triangle picture on the inside page of this program.

The triangles on the maps identify sculpture locations. The number inside the triangle on the maps is your entry code. You can find the triangle picture on the inside page of this program. Any valid entry will qualify entrant to win a $100 gift certificate as first prize.

Winners will be announced during the Three Rivers Festival Children’s Fest at IPFW, Friday, July 18, 2014. The Find the Triangle Contest winner will celebrate their victory by seeing the fort on the back of the T-shirt that they wear to the Festival Children’s Fest at IPFW, Friday, July 18, 2014.

All activities except those marked with an asterisk* are free. Join the fun!
On May 17, Fort Wayne, Indiana, will be transformed as 50 new pieces of public art are installed around the city.

This transformative project will bring 50 sculptural bike racks to the city—making it one of the largest collections in the nation! Each one is unique, and the vision of a different artist—adding creative and engaging sculptures at every turn.

Sculpture with Purpose® is the flagship 50th-Celebration public art project for IPFW (Indiana University–Purdue University Fort Wayne) and combines two of Fort Wayne’s great strengths into one dynamic project: our award-winning trails system and our love of public art.

IPFW Sculpture with Purpose encourages the benefits of cycling while enriching the streets with art for everyone to enjoy. It is a tribute to Fort Wayne’s passion, momentum, and innovative spirit. IPFW Sculpture with Purpose is a new legacy to be enjoyed for generations to come.

Visit sculpturewithpurpose.com